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Abstract
The  B2O3-doped silicate photonic crystal fiber (PCF) containing small core and dielectric 
rods built of lead silicate SF57 has been most intensively explored for diverse pump signals 
centered at a 0.65 µm, communication band. This type of doping has been carried out to 
diminish the upgraded refractive index of silica by a significant amount. This enhances spe-
cial capabilities that lead to an outstanding potential to PCF for the profoundly intense field 
in the optical Kerr effect. In this study, the mode analysis has been done by solving a non-
linear wave equation for a Gaussian input beam using the finite difference method under 
analytical boundary conditions. Numerical results show that due to ultra-low changes in 
nonlinear behaviour, extremely small doping of B2O3 is needed to enable sustained con-
finement of a beam with flattened dispersion.

Keywords Dispersion · Finite difference time domain method · Nonlinearity · Photonic 
crystal fiber

1 Introduction

The photonic crystal fibre (PCF) is used to build various sensors, has a wide range of appli-
cations in the field of photonics (Luo, et al. 2021; Dixit et al. 2020). So far, the various 
structures of the PCF have been reported (Rajasekar and Robinson 2019) and the hexago-
nal structure (Lou et al. 2019) is widely used and is the preferable design in various appli-
cations (Vyas 2021). Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) offer great flexibility in terms of dis-
persion and mode profile (Liu et al. 2019).

The manufacturing of the PCF using single and mixed alkali oxide glasses was inves-
tigated in Ref. (Lakshminarayana et  al. 2021; Limpert, et  al. 2003). The proposed fiber 
can be manufactured by drawing the preform first. The preform air hole structure will 
be created according to the structures shown in the figures of this work. In the air-holes, 
SF-57 material rods will be inserted and then the preform will be melted to draw into micro 
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structured fiber. Boron oxide is already doped in the silica material before the construction 
of the fiber. The role of doping in PCF fabrication has significantly contributed in optimiz-
ing the PCF properties (Limpert, et  al. 2003) such as effective refractive index, disper-
sion, effective area, and normalized frequency. Many researchers have investigated vari-
ous doped PCFs for example thulium-doped (Kumar and Kumar 2020), erbium-doped fiber 
(Liu, et al. 2005), ytterbium-doped (Limpert et al. 2004), phosphosilicate and germanosili-
cate PCF (Beugin et al. 2006) having different applicability. The output performance of the 
PCFs can be controlled by using different parameters such as the pitch of air holes, inner 
and outer hole diameters, as well as doping level (Dixit et al. 2017). J. Olszewski, et al. pre-
sented a novel dual concentric core PCF doped inclusions, to compensate the dispersion for 
the inner and outer core, using  GeO2 and  B2O3 respectively. The measured value of chro-
matic dispersion is equal to − 320 ps/nm-km at 1.55 μm (Olszewski 2008). Another pro-
posed method reported in Zhang, et al. (2020) was to achieve the ultra-flat zero-dispersion 
using porous-core PCF, with elliptical air-holes in the core, and round-corner hexagonal 
air-holes in cladding for efficiently transmitting polarization-maintaining terahertz waves. 
This PCF has near-zero ultra-flattened dispersion (− 0.01 ± 0.06 ps/THz-cm) and birefrin-
gence higher than 7.0 ×  10−2 at THz order (Zhang, et al. 2020).

Yani Zhang et al. proposed a porous-core PCF with a six-ring hexagonal lattice with cir-
cular air holes in the cladding and asymmetrical rectangular air holes in the core for real-
izing low-loss polarization maintained terahertz transmission. The near-zero flattened dis-
persion of  0.01 ± 0.02 ps/THz/cm and birefringence of 7.1 ×  10−2 over the THz frequency 
range has been accomplished (Zhang et al. 2020). It is observed that changing the geom-
etry of the holes as elliptical and radial holes, as well as exploiting doping in silica, can 
reduce dispersion (SCHOTT 2017). Double-clad  As2Se3-based PCFs were also suggested 
for ultra-flat near-zero dispersion at the Mid-IR range (Li, et al. 2020).

The effective area is a parameter of great significance in determining PCF charac-
teristics. Based on  the  values  of the effective area, the  single-mode or multimode oper-
ation  of  the  PCF  can  be  determined. Various studies have been done for improving the 
mode area of the PCF by incorporating higher index rods in the cladding region while 
the PCF still operates in a single-mode manner. Mortensen, N. A., et al. (Mortensen et al. 
2003) have proposed a large mode area PCF. A dispersion flattened PCF with a large effec-
tive area (~ 100 μm2), and low confinement loss has been studied by Matsui, et al. (2005) 
in their work. The flattened dispersion had also been observed in the telecommunication 
bands. The air hole structure of the cladding portion of the PCF is embedded in the core 
region too, with different diameters of air holes. In (Mortensen 2002), the authors have 
numerically studied the properties of PCF by varying the air holes size in the cladding 
region. Estimation of effective area at different parameters of PCF has been done, particu-
larly by changing the pitch of the PCF. The PCF was composed of triangular air-hole lat-
tice but the approach is valid for microstructured fibers in common.

The normalized frequency determines the mode of operation of the PCF viz. single-
mode or multi-mode. By choosing the design parameters of PCF carefully, the normalized 
frequency can be made to remain under a threshold value, making the PCF to only allow 
a single-mode to pass through it. PCF as a low-loss optical waveguide has been studied by 
Knight et al. (1998) in their work. They have controlled the normalized frequency of the 
fiber by the specific arrangement of air holes in its cladding region. The dispersion, nor-
malized frequency & signal loss occurring in PCF is studied with help of equations given 
by Knight et al. (1998) in their work.

The  B2O3 provides thermal stability (Himei, et al. 2008) and also increases the polariza-
tion bandwidth for boron-doped PCF (Napiorkowski and Urbanczyk 2013). Such doping 
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can control the spectral width, which is significant in controlling the dispersion. A narrow 
band PCF is used in the optical pyrometers for high-temperature measurement.

In this work, we have extended our previous work (Tiwari et  al. 2016) regarding the 
effect of material dispersion of a square PCF. In this article, we optimize the parameter of 
hexagonal PCF for dispersion measurement by the finite difference method.

2  Parameter of photonic crystal fiber

The cross-sectional view of the hexagonal PCF is shown in Fig. 1. This has a single sub-
strate of silica glass containing doping of  B2O3. The cladding consists of seven rings of air 
holes in a hexagonal shape with identical sizes. Four important parameters are considered 
to model the PCF such as effective refractive index, dispersion, effective area, and normal-
ized frequency.

The Sellmeier equation is used to find the refractive index of silica (Bruner, et al. 2003),

where  B1,  B2,  B3 &  C1,  C2,  C3 are constant obtained experimentally and �isthe wavelength. 
The six Sellmeier coefficients characterize the linear refractive index  nL(� ). When a pow-
erful laser beam passes through a glass, its electric field can cause a change in the mate-
rial’s refractive index related to the strength of the beam. Nonlinear interaction of photon 
is related to the linear refractive index with their dependence on intensity. The nonlin-
ear refractive index provides us the material dispersion of glass. Although the difference 
between linear and nonlinear refractive index is negligible, the cumulative effect becomes 
considerable due to the extended interaction length. The Sellmeier coefficients of pure sil-
ica and doped silica are summarized in Table 1.

In a communication system, the dispersion has noteworthy issues in both the linear 
and the nonlinear regimes and even for ultrashort soliton pulse. The order of disper-
sion is also considered when dealing with very broad optical spectra. The dispersion 
property of the PCF varies with air hole dimensions but this may be responsible for the 
negative dispersion generation (Xu et al. 2012). At the same time, it allows us explicitly 
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Fig. 1  Cross-sectional view of the proposed model with different doping concertation of  B2O3 with equal 
pitch diamesion of 3.6 μm and air hole diameter of 1.44 μm
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to include the chromatic dispersion of the material, and therefore to calculate the real 
dispersion of the PCF as given in Eq.  (2) (Tiwari et  al. 2016; Xu et  al. 2012; Hwang 
et al. 2003)

where, the effective refractive index of the mode is given by the Eq. (1).
The normalized frequency is determined by the mathematically by expression given 

below (Tiwari et al. 2016)

where ncore is the refractive index of the core, neff is the effective refractive index, and Λ is 
the pitch.

The confinement loss and dispersion characteristics of PCFs also depend on the 
effective area. The confinement loss tends to increase in a conventional dispersion-flat-
tened PCF (DF-PCF) that has uniform air holes (Mortensen, et al. 2002). The effective 
area (Aeff) is calculated by the mathematical relation as given in Eq.  (4) (Mortensen, 
et al. 2002; Vyas 2019),

The simulation of pulse propagation can directly be done in the time domain and the 
corresponding frequency domain response can be obtained from a guided wave device 
through the application of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the impulse response in the 
time domain. This process can be implemented with the help of finite difference time 
domain (FDTD) method. Between the different refractive index interfaces, there occurs 
a discontinuity of the normal transverse electric fields, which is taken into consideration 
by finding out the solution of the finite difference method.

3  Results and discussion

The effective refractive index  (neff) in a periodic structure with several dielectrics rods can 
be measured using the finite difference technique [FDM]. The air-dielectric rods in the pro-
posed PCF have been substituted with high-index lead silicate SF57 material for strong 
PBG guidance which is suitable for highly nonlinear fields. The dielectric rods are inserted 
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Table 1  Sellmeier coefficients for the boric anhydride doped PCF (Yu and Oh 2002)

Different 
Mol.% of 
 B2O3

Sellmeier Coefficients

B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3

3.0 0.6935408 0.9111432 0.01578530 97.93387 0.01578530 97.93387
3.5 0.6929642 0.4052977 0.9154064 0.003658351 0.01536631 97.93383
13.0 0.690618 0.401996 0.00383161 0.01529229 0.01529229 82.79107308
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in a boric anhydride  B2O3 doped silica substrate material. Figure  1 describes the cross-
sectional view of the designed PCF with different doping. In reference no. 14, a dual-core 
PCF using  GeO2 and  B2O3 produce the negative.

dispersion − 320 ps/nm/km at 1552 nm. and in reference no 27, a solid-core photonic 
crystal fiber (PCF) with a square lattice of air holes is proposed and numerically investi-
gated, and the dispersion is achieved—44000 ps/nm-km. While the proposed work is based 
on the varying concentrations  of B2O3 (e.g., 3.0%, 3.5%, and 13.5%) and significantly 
enhanced beam confinement with nearly flattened dispersion.

These visualizations serve as a useful tool for obtaining quantitative data on mode fre-
quency response. Computing the eigenvector (field) corresponding to each eigenvalue 
 (neff = �∕K

0
 ) yields descriptive data of dispersion, effective area, and normalized frequency. 

Figure 2 shows the neff of hexagonal PCF for varying concentrations of  B2O3 (e.g., 3.0%, 
3.5%, and 13.5%) and nonlinearities. Figures 3, 4, and 5 correspond to emerging trends in 
dispersion, effective area, and normalized frequency. Table  1 shows the Sellmeier coef-
ficients of  B2O3 doped materials. Basic parameters of the PCF include core, cladding, and 
air cladding diameter which are adjusted at 10, 40 & 41 µm. For mode analysis, a substan-
tially higher index material (SF57- dielectric-rods) with a  relatively high filling factor in 
cladding has been chosen to design dispersion-compensating PCF. The diameter of SF57 
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Fig. 2  Effective refractive index versus wavelength curves for different intensities and doping of boric anhy-
dride in silica
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dielectric rods was increased to 1.44 µm while the rod filling factor was retained at 0.8. 
The pulse width of the source  signal has also been set at 4.5  µm for the assessment of 
effective refractive index and field. We focused on dispersion, effective area, and normal-
ized frequency for the same design but with varied source intensities and molar concentra-
tions of  B2O3 in the substrate of the fiber. The study was established across a visible spec-
trum of 0.5 to 0.8 m. Sellmeier’s expression given in SCHOTT 2017 was used to measure 
the refractive index of dielectric rods made of SF57 glass. Where, for SF57 glass, nota-
tions have values (SCHOTT 2017)  B1 = 1.81651371,  B2 = 0.428893641,  B3 = 1.0718627, 
 C1 = 0.0143704198,  C2 = 0.0592801172 and  C3 = 121.419942. The values of pitch = 3.6 µm 
and d = 1.44 µm have been chosen because they provide a better trade-off between flattened 
dispersion and PCF numerical aperture range. The content of  B2O3 in the core and back-
ground cladding of the designed PCF has been altered, but the geometry and basic proper-
ties of the fiber have remained unchanged. The refractive indexes of these materials have 
one of the great characteristics of wavelength addiction, with different refractive indexes 
for different content of doped material in core and cladding. In the cladding zone, the use 
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Fig. 3  Dispersion versus wavelength curves for different intensities and doping of boric anhydride in silica
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of lead silicate SF57 rods in place of air-rods results in a high neff of cladding. The PCF 
integrated into this approach follows the PBG guiding mechanism, and the wave is cap-
tured internally within the core region. However, for varying intensity (I) when the refrac-
tive index of the core becomes equal or smaller than the refractive index of cladding, no 
more the condition of PBG wave guiding fits. The effective refractive index tends toward 
a greater value attributable to the severe nonlinearity, resulting in a substantial change in 
dispersion and PCF effective area. From the  neff versus λ curve, demonstrated in Fig. 2, it is 
clear that for different mole % of doped material, the slope of  neff is typically distinct.

For waveguiding in a corridor with constrained transverse extension, the effective refrac-
tive index  neff seems to have the same interpretation as for plane wave inhomogeneous trans-
parent media. Effective refractive index measures the phase delay per unit length in a wave-
guide compared to phase delay in a vacuum. In atypical PCF, it depends not only on the phase 
constant modulated by wavenumber but also on the spatial distribution of dielectric rods in 
PCF and their fill factor. As the filling factor of SF57 increases, the contribution of dielectric 
rods material in matrix element grows, culminating in a high value of  neff at the operating 
frequency. The dispersion represents the amount of pulse broadening in practical applications 
and is affected by the background material and the structure of the PCF. Material dispersion 
is caused by the material’s refractive index’s dependence on wavelength. Waveguide disper-
sion in fiber occurs due to a disparity in refractive index between core and cladding. When the 
effective refractive index of the cladding is bigger than it is to the core, core photons propagate 

Fig. 5  Represents input pulse width versus output pulse width at different intensity
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quicker. We can conclude from Fig. 3 that  B2O3 doped silica PCFs have a significant impact 
on dispersion gradient and may be tailored to around zero dispersion by selecting the appro-
priate mole percentage of doped material. The small core diameter, and high filling factor of 
SF57 glass rods, are flattening dispersion. In comparison to low intensity, the computational 
findings imply that dispersion for the intermediate fraction of doped material flattens down 
towards zero at high intensity. Figure 3 shows a substantial normal dispersion in the midpoint 
of the selected range, as represented by the upward curving of the dispersion curve. These 
findings indicate that PBG-PCFs with proper boron doping get the propensity to exhibit sub-
stantial atypical dispersion.

When a beam travels across an optically active region, its pulse width fluctuates in the 
direction perpendicular. In the analysis, the input pulse width of the Gaussian beam has been 
considered, 0.45 µm and occurring changes have been measured in Fig. 4 for different inten-
sity and molar content of doped material. For differing doped material levels and intensities, 
it exhibits linear response at a chosen range of wavelengths. The effective area grows as the 
intensity increases due to the nonlinear index variation of core and cladding.  B2O3 doping 
lowers field trapping in the cladding region in comparison to ordinary silica PCF. These 
results depict the field distribution in hexagonal PCF’s cross-sectional structure. Longer wave-
lengths enable the field to transpose into the core, leading to the reduced effective area in the 
PCF core.

The divergence of an input signal is determined by the transverse modes propagating in the 
core. In waveguiding, the lowest-order transverse mode is usually chosen as it propagates with 
minimal beam spreading and may be fixated to the tiniest pinpoint. The field distribution of 
this model is given by a Gaussian function, as well as its evolution over distance and time, as 
shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that the effect of intensity on pulse width is negligible. It thus 
provides improved applications in photonic crystal laser and nonlinear frequency conversion.

The normalized frequency (V-parameter) is the last optical parameter, which we determine 
from  neff data collected in Fig. 2. The expression for normalized frequency for the PCF gov-
erning nonlinear waves is influenced by both intensity-dependent core and cladding refractive 
index. The curve in Fig. 6 depicts the effect of the change of molar contents of doped material 
and intensities on the V-parameter. It is straightforward from these figures that by carefully 
selecting the concentration of doped material, it is possible to keep normalized frequency, V 
below a cut-off value for the entire range of wavelength mentioned. The PCF meets the cri-
teria of multimode operation if the value is greater than this cut-off value. The applications 
of the proposed work are in various fields like metrology, optical sensing, optical coherence 
tomography, wavelength conversion, etc. The  B2O3 provides thermal stability and increases 
the polarization bandwidth; thus, such a type of PCF can be used by pyrometers.

4  Conclusion

In this article, we modeled the hexagonal PCF using SF57 for a different molar con-
centrations of  B2O3 such as 3.0%, 3.5%, 13.5%, and different nonlinearities. The inves-
tigation of dispersion, effective area and normalized frequency for this class of PCF 
are widely researched in the presence of nonlinear sources. We measured the effective 
area as a function of wavelength for the suggested structure at varying intensities and 
doped material contents. A PCF of this type could provide a potential substrate for dis-
crete mode laser diodes generating multi-mode at wavelengths of = 0.65 m. The numeri-
cal results show that the effective area of PCF with  B2O3 doped silicate varies linearly 
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with wavelength, but it has a higher value for the same intense field when the mole per-
centage of  B2O3 is increased. For low doping of  B2O3, it has boosted and significantly 
enhanced beam confinement with nearly flattened dispersion for distal non-linearity.
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